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My cat is black.



Her book is big.



The rnatch is broken.
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2. Her mauth ls open.
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The knite is sharP.



Her nose big.



My pe ncil is big.



The bath is fun.
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The bus is big.



The tomato is big.



9. The telephone is ringing.



A duck is swimming.
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The ditch is deep.
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12. The deer is pretty.
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13. My ca lendar is riPPed'
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16. The goat is hungry.
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17. Throw the garbage out.
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18. The goose is eating.
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19. My ch air is broken.
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20. The cheese is cut.
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21. Her Jeep is stuck.
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23. They shoot a bear.
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24. The fish is caught.
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25. Her fudge is good.
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26. The van is black.
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They are sick again.
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28. The sad woman cried.
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30. The thorn is sharp.
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31 . Give me that one.
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32, They hide a presenti
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33. Her house is big.
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34. The witch is mean.
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35. My Yard is big.
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36. Her Yarn is fallihg.
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38. The rabbit is white'
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40. The leash is long'
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42, The train is neat'
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46. They cry all night.
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47. Wear a black hat.
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48. They plant a ttree.
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4S. &4en $p00r? is biffi.
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50. Throw the stick away.


